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Ab initio calculations on the X̃ 1A� and Ã 1A� states of HPO and Franck-
Condon simulation of the single vibronic level emission spectra of HPO
and DPO
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Minimum-energy geometries and relative electronic energies of the X̃ 1A� and Ã 1A� states of HPO
have been computed employing the coupled-cluster single-double plus perturbative triple excitations
�RCCSD�T�� and/or complete-active-space self-consistent-field �CASSCF� multireference internally
contracted configuration interaction �MRCI� methods with basis sets of up to the augmented
correlation-consistent polarized-valence quintuple-zeta �aug-cc-pV5Z� quality. In addition,
RCCSD�T�/aug-cc-pVQZ and CASSCF/MRCI/aug-cc-pVQZ potential energy functions,
anharmonic vibrational wave functions, and energies involving all three vibrational modes for both
electronic states of HPO and DPO, and Franck-Condon factors between the two electronic states,
which allow for Duschinsky rotation and anharmonicity, were computed. Computed Franck-Condon
factors were then used to simulate single vibronic level �SVL� emission spectra recently reported by
Tackett and Clouthier �J. Chem. Phys. 117, 10604 �2002��. Excellent agreement between the
simulated and observed spectra was obtained for the Ã 1A��1,0 ,0�→ X̃ 1A� SVL emission of HPO
and DPO, when the best estimated ab initio geometries of the two states, which include
contributions from core correlation and extrapolation to the complete basis set limit, were used in
the simulation, suggesting that the best estimated ab initio geometry of the Ã 1A� state of HPO,
particularly the bond angle of 94.5°, is more reliable than the available experimentally derived
geometry. A discussion on the geometrical parameters derived from rotational constants obtained
from the rotational analysis of a high-resolution spectrum and from Franck-Condon simulation of
the vibrational structure of an electronic spectrum is given. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2790892�

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Tackett and Clouthier1 reported the
Ã 1A�-X̃ 1A� bands of HPO and DPO in laser induced fluo-
rescence �LIF� and single vibronic level �SVL� emission
spectra recorded from a jet-cooled pulsed electric discharge
of a gas mixture of 15% H2 or D2 in 85% Ar over degassed
phosphorous oxychloride �POCl3�. In this spectroscopic
study,1 by combining the rotational constants of DPO ob-
tained from the rotational analysis of the high-resolution LIF
00

0 band of DPO and the rotational constants of HPO ob-
tained from earlier emission spectrum of HPO,2 equilibrium
geometrical parameters of both the X̃ 1A� and Ã 1A� states of
HPO have been derived. As concluded by Tackett and
Clouthier,1 the most significant finding from their investiga-
tion is the decrease of the HPO bond angle from 104.62�7�°
to 97.4�4�° upon excitation �for estimated equilibrium re

z

structures, see Ref. 1�. This decrease in the HPO bond angle

is contrary to the prediction, according to Walsh’s rules, of
an increase in the bond angle of a 12 valence electron HAB
system for an n→�* �i.e., X̃ 1A�→ Ã 1A�� excitation, as ob-
served in HNO �an increase of the HNO bond angle of ap-
proximately 7° occurs from 108.6° to 116.3° �Ref. 3�� and
other triatomic HAB systems �e.g., HSiF; see Ref. 1 and
references therein�. Nevertheless, such a decrease in the
equilibrium HPO bond angle of approximately 7.2° as de-
rived in Ref. 1 for the X̃ 1A�→ Ã 1A� excitation in HPO is in
reasonably good agreement with a computed decrease of 6.1°
�from 104.2° to 98.1°� obtained from quadratic configuration
interaction single and double excitation �QCISD� calcula-
tions, also carried out in Ref. 1, on the X̃ 1A� and Ã 1A� states
of HPO using the augmented correlation-consistent
polarized-valence triple-zeta �aug-cc-pVTZ� basis set. In
fact, all available ab initio calculations on the X̃ 1A� and
Ã 1A� states of HPO suggest a decrease in the HPO bond
angle upon excitation �see Ref. 1 and references therein�.
However, the magnitude of this decrease differs depending
on the calculations carried out. For instance, when the two
recent ab initio calculations on HPO carried out in Ref. 1 and
4 are considered, complete-active-space perturbation theory
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to the second-order �CASPT2� calculations performed by
Luna et al.4 �for earlier lower-level ab initio calculations
carried out on HPO, see Ref. 4 and references therein� using
the contracted �3s2p2d�, �5s4p3d2f� and �6s5p4d3f� atomic
natural orbital �ANO� basis sets for H, O, and P, respectively,
gives a decrease in the HPO bond angle of 8.8° �from 104.1°
to 95.3°� for the X̃ 1A�→ Ã 1A� excitation. This decrease is
2.7° larger than the corresponding QCISD value of Ref. 1
mentioned above. Since the bond angles of the X̃ 1A� state of
HPO obtained from both ab initio calculations1,4,5 and ex-
perimental sources1,6 are very consistent �with a range within
1°; see Refs. 5 and 6, and also later text�, the difference in
the decrease in the HPO bond angle upon excitation between
the CASPT2 and QCISD values originates essentially from
the difference in the computed bond angles of the Ã 1A� state
of HPO. Specifically, the computed QCISD/aug-cc-pVTZ
bond angle1 is smaller than the CASPT2/ANO bond angle4

for the Ã 1A� state of HPO by 2.8°. Comparing these com-
puted ab initio bond angles of the Ã 1A� state of HPO with
the experimentally derived value of 97.4° �re

z value� reported
in the LIF study,1 the latter value appears to agree better with
the QCISD value of 98.1° than the CASPT2 value of 95.3°.
However, the computed adiabatic electronic excitation en-
ergy �Te� of 15 776 cm−1 for the Ã 1A� state of HPO obtained
from QCISD/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations of Ref. 1 agrees
poorly with the experimental Te value of 19 518.26 cm−1.1

Such a large difference of nearly 0.5 eV �over 3700 cm−1�
between the QCISD and experimental Te values, which is
almost certainly due to spin contamination in the
unrestricted-spin Hartree-Fock wave function used for the
low-spin open-shell singlet Ã 1A� state in the QCISD calcu-
lations, casts doubt on the reliability of the computed geom-
etry of the Ã 1A� state of HPO obtained from the QCISD
calculations. At the same time, although the computed
CASPT2 Te /T0 values4 of 17 243 /16 823 cm−1 for the Ã 1A�
state of HPO agree much better than the QCISD values
with the corresponding experimental values1 of
19 518.26 /19 032.778 cm−1, the computed CASPT2 bond
angle of 95.3° is smaller than the experimentally derived
bond angle of 97.4° �re

z value1� by over 2°. Moreover, the
discrepancies of over 0.28 eV �2275 cm−1� between the
CASPT2 and experimental Te /T0 values are still consider-
able and significantly larger than what would be expected
from state-of-the-art ab initio calculations. In view of the
above comparisons between theory and experiment on the Te

value and equilibrium geometrical parameters, particularly
the bond angle, of the Ã 1A� state of HPO, it is proposed to
carry out state-of-the-art ab initio calculations on the X̃ 1A�
and Ã 1A� states of HPO in the present study, to hopefully
reduce the discrepancies between theory and experiment.

It should also be noted that Franck-Condon �FC� simu-
lation of the SVL emission spectra of HPO/DPO has also
been carried out in Ref. 1, employing experimentally derived
geometrical parameters for the two electronic states. The
agreement between the simulated and observed spectra is
reasonably good. However, the FC factors employed in the
spectral simulations were calculated within the harmonic os-
cillator model �see Ref. 1 for details�. In the present study,

we also propose to perform FC factor calculations between
the X̃ 1A� and Ã 1A� states of HPO but to include anharmo-
nicity, as it has been shown that anharmonicity can affect the
quality of a simulated spectrum significantly.7 Anharmonicity
is also expected to be significant especially for a molecule,
such as HPO, which contains a hydrogen atom, in the
stretching mode involving H. Moreover, it is well known that
FC factors are very sensitive to geometry changes in an elec-
tronic transition. In this connection, comparison between re-
liable simulated spectra, which include anharmonicity, and
experimental spectra via the iterative Franck-Condon
analysis7,8 �IFCA� �infra vide� should yield reliable geo-
metrical parameters of the upper state, if the geometry of the
lower state is well established as in the case of the X̃ 1A�
state of HPO.1,5

II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

A. Geometry optimization and relative electronic
energy calculations

Geometry optimization calculations were carried out on
the X̃ 1A� state of HPO employing both the coupled-cluster
single and double9 plus perturbative triple10 excitations
�CCSD�T�� and complete-active-space self-consistent-
field11 multireference internally contracted configuration
interaction12 �CASSCF/MRCI� methods. For the open-shell
singlet Ã 1A� state of HPO, only CASSCF/MRCI geometry
optimization calculations were performed, and the computed
MRCI energies including the Davidson correction �MRCI
+D� were considered in the optimization in all cases. Three
basis sets of different qualities were used to investigate the
effects of basis set extension to the complete basis set �CBS�
limit and core electron correlation on the computed quanti-
ties, namely, equilibrium geometrical parameters and relative
electronic energies. When basis sets of aug-cc-pVQZ and
aug-cc-pV5Z qualities13 �the aug-cc-pV�Q+d�Z and
aug-cc-pV�5+d�Z basis sets,14 respectively, for the second
row element P� were employed, core electrons were frozen in
the RCCSD�T� and/or CASSCF/MRCI calculations. When
the aug-cc-pCVQZ basis sets15 were used for P and O, only
the P 1s2 electrons were frozen in the correlation calcula-
tions. �We have also employed the aug-cc-pCVQZ basis set
in valence only calculations; see later text.� The largest
MRCI calculations carried out in the present study were on
the X̃ 1A� state of HPO with the aug-cc-pCVQZ basis sets,
which gave approximately 13.7�109 uncontracted configu-
rations and approximately 28.8�106 internally contracted
configurations.

Contributions of basis set extension to the CBS limit to
the computed quantities were estimated16 by taking half of
the differences between the corresponding values obtained
using the aug-cc-pV5Z and aug-cc-pVQZ basis sets �denoted
CBS A in later text�. In addition, we have also employed the
two point extrapolation technique of the form 1 /X3, designed
for extrapolating correlation energies,17 to estimate CBS con-
tributions �denoted CBS B in later text�. Contributions of
core electron correlation to the computed quantities �denoted
core A in later text� were estimated by taking the differences
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of the corresponding values obtained using the aug-cc-
pCVQZ basis set �including the P 2s22p6 and O 1s2 electrons
in the correlation calculations� and the aug-cc-pVQZ basis
set �within the frozen core approximation�. Also, core corre-
lation has been estimated using computed quantities obtained
from calculations using the aug-cc-pCVQZ basis set, with
and without including core electrons �denoted core B in later
text�. The contributions of basis size extension to the CBS
limit and core electron correlation to the optimized geometri-
cal parameters and relative electronic energies have been as-
sumed to be additive.

B. Potential energy functions, anharmonic vibrational
functions, and Franck-Condon factors

Ab initio potential energy functions �PEFs� for the X̃ 1A�
and Ã 1A� states of HPO were obtained by fitting the follow-
ing polynomial to calculated ab initio total electronic ener-
gies �CCSD�T� and MRCI+D energies, respectively�,

V = �
ijk

Cijk�S1�i�S2� j�S3�k + Veqm. �1�

The bending coordinate of Carter and Handy,18 S2=��
+���2+���3 has been employed for S2, where �� is the
displacement of the bond angle from the equilibrium value
��−�e�, while S1 and S3 are the displacements of the HP and
PO bond lengths from the equilibrium values �r−re�, respec-
tively. 388 CCSD�T�/aug-cc-pVQZ energy points in the
ranges of 0.88�r�HP��2.27 Å, 54.3���HPO��155.15°,
and 1.18�r�PO��1.80 Å were scanned for the X̃ 1A� state,
and 206 CASSCF/MRCI/aug-cc-pVQZ energy points in
the ranges of 0.82�r�HP��2.5 Å, 35.6���HPO��158.0°,
and 1.15�r�PO��2.02 Å were scanned for the Ã 1A� state.
All ab initio calculations reported in the present study were
carried out using the MOLPRO suite of programs.19

The fitting of the PEFs, the variational calculations of
the anharmonic vibrational wave functions, and the FC factor
calculations performed have been described previously.7,8 In
brief, Watson’s Hamiltonian20,21 for a nonlinear molecule
was used, and both anharmonicity and Duschinsky rotation
were included in the FC factor calculations. Here, only some
technical details specific to the present study are given. An-
harmonic vibrational wave functions were expressed
as linear combinations of harmonic oscillator functions,
h�v1 ,v2 ,v3�, where v1, v2, and v3 denote the quantum num-
bers of the harmonic basis functions for the HP stretching,
HPO bending, and PO stretching modes, respectively. Har-
monic basis functions with vibrational quantum numbers up
to h�10,15,12� and a restriction of v1+v2+v3�15 were in-
cluded in the variation calculations of the X̃ 1A� state. For the
Ã 1A� state, harmonic basis functions up to h�12,12,8�, with
a restriction of v1+v2+v3�12, were considered. In the spec-
tral simulation, vibrational components in the SVL X̃ 1A�
→ Ã 1A� emission spectra of HPO/DPO were simulated us-
ing Gaussian functions with a full width at half maximum of
10 cm−1. The relative intensity of each vibrational compo-
nent in a simulated spectrum is given by the corresponding
computed anharmonic FC factor and a frequency factor of
power four.

IFCA carried out previously for other molecules held the
geometry of the lower state involved in an electronic transi-
tion, usually the ground state, fixed to an available experi-
mental equilibrium geometry. The geometrical parameters of
the upper state were then varied systematically based on the
computed ab initio geometry changes upon excitation/
emission, until the best match between simulated and ob-
served spectra was obtained �see Refs. 7 and 8 for details�. In
this way, equilibrium geometrical parameters of the upper
state can be derived via IFCA. However, in the present study,
it was found that employing the estimated best ab initio ge-
ometries of the two electronic states involved in the spectral
simulation already yielded simulated spectra, which match
very well with experimental spectra for both the HPO and
DPO. Therefore, it appears that further IFCA is not required.
This will be further discussed in the subsection on simulated
spectra.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The ab initio PEFs of the X̃ 1A� and Ã 1A� states of HPO
�Cijk in Eq. �1� and � in the expression for S2� obtained in the
present study and the root-mean-square �rms� deviations of
the fitted PEFs from the ab initio energy data points are
given in Table I. The ab initio results are summarized in
Tables II–V and some representative simulated spectra are
compared with the observed spectra in Figs. 1 and 2. In the
following subsections, the optimized geometrical parameters
and computed vibrational frequencies of the X̃ 1A� state and
the computed relative electronic energies of the Ã 1A� state
�Te and T0; with respect to the X̃ 1A� state� are discussed first
because the comparison between theory and experiment for
these quantities is relatively straightforward. Simulated and
observed spectra will then be compared, followed by a dis-
cussion of the optimized geometrical parameters and com-
puted vibrational frequencies of the Ã 1A� state. Lastly, ef-
fective �r0� geometrical parameters and rotational constants
of the X̃ 1A� and Ã 1A� states of HPO and DPO derived from
different sources are discussed.

A. Optimized geometrical parameters of the X̃ 1A�
state of HPO

For the X̃ 1A� state of HPO/DPO, the computed geo-
metrical parameters and vibrational frequencies are summa-
rized in Table II. Some available, published reliable theoret-
ical and/or experimental values are also given for
comparison �for lower-level or less reliable values, see Refs.
5 and 6�. It can be seen that the equilibrium bond angles
obtained from various sources as shown in Table II have very
consistent values ranging between 104.1° and 104.6° as men-
tioned above, and hence no further discussion is required.
For the equilibrium HP bond length, however, the CASSCF/
MRCI values obtained with the three basis sets used in the
present investigation are consistently smaller than the corre-
sponding CCSD�T� values �with the same basis set used�.
The largest difference between the computed CCSD�T� and
MRCI re�HP� is approximately 0.01 Å and is with the aug-
cc-pCVQZ basis set �i.e., calculations which include core
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correlation�. For the equilibrium PO bond length, the com-
puted CASSCF/MRCI values are larger than the correspond-
ing CCSD�T� values by less than approximately 0.007 Å
�with the same basis set used�. Again, the largest difference
is with the aug-cc-pCVQZ basis set. Effects of basis size
extension to the CBS limit on the optimized geometrical pa-
rameters of the X̃ 1A� state of HPO are very small �less than
0.003 Å for bond lengths and 0.04° for the bond angle� with
both the CASSCF/MRCI and CCSD�T� methods, and also
with both extrapolation techniques �CBS corrections A and B
in Table II�, suggesting that the aug-cc-pVQZ basis set is
reasonably adequate. However, although effects of core cor-
relation on all three optimized geometrical parameters are

small with the CCSD�T� method, its effect on the computed
HP bond length with the CASSCF/MRCI method, a decrease
of 0.011 Å, is not insignificant. In addition, basis set exten-
sion and core correlation contributions do not bring the best
estimated MRCI geometrical parameters and the correspond-
ing CCSD�T� values �best averaged values in Table II; see
later text� significantly closer to each other. Since the
CCSD�T� method is size consistent, but the MRCI method is
not, the CCSD�T� results are therefore expected to be theo-
retically more reliable than the MRCI results.

Before comparing computed and experimental geometri-
cal parameters of the X̃ 1A� state of HPO, it should be noted
that the differences between the different ways of estimating
core �cores A and B� and CBS �CBSs A and B� contributions
mentioned above are very small �less than 0.0012 Å and
0.04° for bond lengths and angles, respectively�. These dif-
ferences are significantly smaller than estimated theoretical
uncertainties associated with the estimated best theoretical
values, which are the averaged values �best averaged values
in Table II� of the core B+CBS A and core A+CBS B values
�see Table II�. These two combinations of core and CBS
corrected values give the largest and smallest combined cor-
rected values, respectively, thus giving the ranges of the es-
timated best theoretical values obtained, employing different
core and CBS correction techniques. Comparison between
computed and experimentally derived bond lengths indeed
shows that the RCCSD�T� values give better agreement with
the experimental values than the MRCI values, particularly
for the PH bond length. It is pleasing to conclude that the
estimated best CCSD�T� geometrical parameters of the X̃ 1A�
state of HPO obtained in the present study agree with avail-
able experimentally derived re and re

z values from Refs. 6
and 1, respectively, to within 0.006 Å and 0.24°. The differ-
ences between the estimated best CCSD�T� and MRCI geo-
metrical parameters, ��CCSD�T�-MRCI�, given in Table II
for the X̃ 1A� state of HPO may be considered as reasonable
estimates of the theoretical uncertainties associated with the
computed CASSCF/MRCI geometrical parameters of the
Ã 1A� state of HPO, where the single reference CCSD�T�
method is inadequate for the open-shell singlet excited state.
It should also be noted that ��CCSD�T�-MRCI� for the bond
angle of the X̃ 1A� state of HPO is only −0.11°, suggesting
that the bond angle obtained using the MRCI method should
be reasonably reliable.

Before the vibrational frequencies of the X̃ 1A� state of
HPO are discussed, it should be mentioned that, when the
present manuscript was in preparation, a very high level ab
initio study on some XPO species, where X=H, F, Cl, and
Br, has appeared.22 In general, the computational strategies
of this very recent study of Ref. 22 and the present study are
very similar, though they differ in some details, which are
described as follows. In Ref. 22, a series of cc-pV�n+d�Z
basis sets, where n=T, Q, 5, and 6, were employed and the
optimized geometrical parameters were extrapolated to the
CBS limit using the functional forms of 1 /n3 and B
�exp �−Cn� for the correlation and SCF levels, respectively
�see Ref. 22 and references therein�. In the present study, the
augmented versions of the correlation-consistent basis sets,

TABLE I. The fitted RCCSD�T� and CASSCF/MRCI potential energy func-
tion �PEF� coefficients of the X̃ 1A� and Ã 1A� states, respectively, of HPO
obtained using the AVQZ basis set �see text�.

C�i , j ,k�a X̃ 1A� Ã 1A�

200 0.3068 0.2778
020 1.0348 0.4973
002 0.1299 0.0521
110 0.0647 0.1115
101 −0.0174 0.0212
011 0.0845 0.0972
300 −0.5242 −0.5580
030 −2.1640 −1.1786
003 0.0201 −0.0609
210 0.0072 0.1519
201 0.0004 −0.0303
120 −0.0698 −0.1301
021 −0.0546 −0.1837
102 −0.0534 −0.0475
012 −0.1220 0.0644
111 −0.0797 −0.1362
400 0.6016 0.5777
040 2.8626 2.0737
004 0.0433 0.0899
310 −0.0474 0.0004
301 0.0100 0.0090
130 0.0165 −0.1051
031 −0.0486 −0.0820
103 −0.0210 0.0719
013 0.0199 0.0546
220 0.0922 0.0649
202 −0.0402 −0.0080
022 0.0043 0.0644
211 −0.0186 0.0423
121 0.1675 0.2049
112 0.1075 −0.0830
050 −3.3078 −2.2752
060 2.1692 0.9935
005 0.0592 −0.1421
006 0.0480 0.1082
500 −0.5390 −0.5937
600 0.2575 0.4094
� −0.0780 −0.2571

rmsb �cm−1� 1.5 5.5

aSee text and Eq. �1� �subscripts 1, 2, and 3 correspond to the HP stretching,
bending, and PO stretching modes, respectively�.
bRoot-mean-square deviations of the fitted PEFs from the ab initio energy
data points.
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TABLE II. Equilibrium geometrical parameters �re and �e in Å and deg, respectively� and vibrational frequen-
cies �cm−1� of the X̃ 1A� state of HPO �uncertainties in parentheses� obtained from different sources.

Method re�HP� re�PO� �e�HPO� �1�HP� �2�bend� �3�PO�

CAS/MRCI/VQZ 1.4537 1.4918 104.36
CAS/MRCI/ACVQZ �frozen core� 1.4535 1.4907 104.38
CAS/MRCI/ACVQZ 1.4424 1.4898 104.44
CAS/MRCI/AV5Z 1.4534 1.4893 104.38
CCSD�T�/AVQZ 1.4548 1.4873 104.33 2166.5 1008.0 1198.6
CCSD�T�/ACVQZ �frozen core� 1.4544 1.4861 104.37
CCSD�T�/ACVQZ 1.4521 1.4829 104.34
CCSD�T�/AV5Z 1.4546 1.4847 104.37
CCSD�T�/AVQZ PEF; r0, 	’s 1.4730 1.4912 104.54 2066.9 983.4 1184.5
CCSD�T�/AVQZ PEF; re, �’s 1.4547 1.4873 104.32 2159.0 1003.9 1197.5
CCSD�T�/AVQZ PEF; DPO r0, 	’s 1.4680 1.4913 104.45 1508.7 737.8 1182.5
CCSD�T�/AVQZ PEF; DPO �’s 1552.6 748.8 1195.9
Est. MRCI core correction Aa −0.0113 −0.0020 +0.08
Est. MRCI CBS correction Ab −0.0002 −0.0013 +0.01
Est. MRCI CBS correction Bc −0.0003 −0.0026 +0.04
MRCI �core A+CBS A� valued 1.4420�115� 1.4860�33� 104.47�9�
MRCI �core A+CBS B� valued 1.4418�116� 1.4846�46� 104.50�12�
Best averaged MRCI+D valuee 1.442�12� 1.485�5� 104.49�12�
Est. CCSD�T� core correction Aa −0.0027 −0.0044 +0.01
Est. CCSD�T� core correction Bf −0.0023 −0.0032 −0.03
Est. CCSD�T� CBS correction Ab −0.0001 −0.0013 +0.02
Est. CCSD�T� CBS correction Bc −0.0002 −0.0026 +0.04
CCSD�T� �core B+CBS A�
valued

1.4522�24� 1.4802�45� 104.40�3�

CCSD�T� �core A+CBS B�
valued

1.4517�29� 1.4777�70� 104.36�1�

Best averaged CCSD�T� valuee 1.452�3� 1.479�7� 104.38�3�
� �CCSD�T�-MRCI� values +0.010 −0.006 −0.11
Best theoretical r0 of HPOg 1.470�3� 1.483�10� 104.60�8�
Best theoretical r0 of DPOg 1.465�3� 1.483�10� 104.51�8�
QCISD/aug-cc-pVTZh 1.457 1.494 104.2 2058e 1001e 1222e

CASPT2/ANOi 1.452 1.490 104.1 2096 977 1115
CCSD�T�/cc-pVTZ5 1.461 1.498 104.4 2140 1187 1005
CCSD�T�/AVQZ5 1.456 1.491 104.2
CCSD�T� /cc-pV�Q+d�Zj 1.4551 1.4861 104.48 2163.7 1013.0 1202.6
CCSD�T� /cc-pV�5+d�Zj 1.4546 1.4843 104.41 2164.0 1006.9 1205.1
CCSD�T� /cc-pV�6+d�Zj 1.4544 1.4837 104.39
CBSj 1.4541 1.4829 104.36
CBS+CVj 1.4517 1.4791 104.34
CBS+CV+SRj 1.4520�6� 1.4789�12� 104.33�5�
LIFl HPO r0, 	’s 1.4772�13� 1.4843�2� 104.71�15� 2059�30�k 985�5�k 1188�5�
LIFl HPO re

z, �’s 1.4578�6� 1.480�1� 104.62�7� 2058�1� 1001�1� 1203�1�
LIFl DPO 	’s 1502�30�k 741�5�k 1188�5�k

LIFl DPO �’s 1532�4� 752�2� 1209�2�
MW6 r0

l 1.477 1.478 106.3
MW6 rz

l 1.473�7� 1.4843�9� 104.57�16�
MW6 re, �’sl 1.455�7� 1.4800�9� �104.57�m 2095�2�n 986�10�n 1188�10�n

Matrix IRp DPO 1530�20�o 750�10�o 1186�20�o

aThe correction of core electron correlation contribution to the computed geometrical parameters takes the
difference between the computed RCCSD�T� or MRCI values obtained using the AVQZ �frozen core
RCCSD�T� or CASSCF/MRCI calculations� and the ACVQZ �frozen only the P 1s2 electrons in the RCCSD�T�
or CASSCF/MRCI calculations� basis sets.
bThe correction of extrapolation to the complete basis set �CBS� limit takes half of the difference between the
values obtained using the AVQZ and AV5Z basis sets �at the RCCSD�T� or CASSCF/MRCI levels�.
cThe two-point extrapolation with the 1 /X3 power form was used.
dThe basis set extrapolation and core electron correlation contributions are assumed to be additive �to the AV5Z
value�. The theoretical uncertainties �in parentheses� are estimated by taking the differences between the cor-
responding core and CBS corrected CCSD�T� values and the CCSD�T�/AV5Z values. The two different com-
binations of core and CBS corrections give the largest and smallest combined values; see text.
eThe average of the two different combined core and CBS corrected values.
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which include sets of diffuse functions, aug-cc-pV�n+d�Z,
where n=Q and 5, have been used with a simple CBS cor-
rection, as described above. For core �or core valence �CV in
Table II� as used in Ref. 22� correlation contributions to the
optimized geometrical parameters, the energy-weighed cc-
pwCVQZ basis set was used in Ref. 22, while the aug-cc-
pCVQZ basis set was used in the present study. Scalar rela-
tivistic �SR in Table II� contributions to optimized
geometrical parameters were computed explicitly in Ref. 22,
but were concluded to be essentially negligible, thus justify-
ing the neglect of scalar relativistic contributions in the
present study. Comparison between the cc-pV�5+d�Z and
AV5Z results obtained from Ref. 22 and the present study,
respectively, shows that the differences in the optimized geo-
metrical parameters are negligibly small �less than 0.0005 Å
and 0.04° in bond lengths and angle, respectively�. However,
the differences between the cc-pV�Q+d�Z and AVQZ geo-
metrical parameters are significantly larger and of the order
of 0.001 Å and 0.15°, suggesting that with the relatively
smaller quadruple-zeta �QZ� quality basis sets, the effects of
diffuse functions in the augmented part of the basis sets on
the equilibrium geometrical parameters are not negligible.
The more significant differences between with and without
augmented diffuse functions in the basis sets are the direc-
tions of changes in the optimized geometrical parameters
�i.e. an increase or a decrease; particularly for the bond
angle� from employing the QZ to 5Z quality basis sets,
which determine the directions of the extrapolation to the
CBS limit. Specifically, without the augmented diffuse func-
tions �i.e. with the cc-pV�Q+d�Z and cc-pV�5+d�Z basis
sets in Ref. 22�, the computed equilibrium bond angle de-
creases with the improvement of basis sets. However, with
the augmented diffuse functions �i.e. with the AVQZ and
AV5Z basis sets in the present study�, it increases. Neverthe-
less, both the increase and decrease are small �0.02° and
0.07° �from QZ to 5Z�, respectively�, and it is pleasing that
the estimated best theoretical geometrical parameters of the
X̃ 1A� state of HPO obtained here agree with those of Ref. 22
�CBS+CV and/or CBS+CV+SR values in Table II� to
within 0.0003 Å and 0.05°, showing that these best theoret-
ical estimates are very consistent and hence can be con-
cluded to be highly reliable.

B. Computed vibrational frequencies of the X̃ 1A�
state of HPO

It is pleasing that the computed fundamental frequencies
of all three vibrational modes of the X̃ 1A� state of both HPO
and DPO obtained from the CCSD�T�/aug-cc-pVQZ PEF of
the present work agree very well with the corresponding ex-
perimental values �to within 7 cm−1; Table II�. For the har-
monic frequencies, the computed HPO bending and PO
stretching values also agree reasonably well with the experi-
mentally derived values for both HPO and DPO. However,
for the PH and PD stretching modes, the computed harmonic
frequencies obtained from the CCSD�T�/aug-cc-pVQZ PEF
are significantly larger than the corresponding experimen-
tally derived values for both HPO and DPO. It should be
noted that estimated uncertainties of 30 cm−1 were given in
Ref. 1 for the harmonic HP and DP stretching frequencies
used in the force field refinement �see footnote g of Table II
and the original reference�. Such estimated uncertainties,
which are rather large, are due to limitations in the range of
experimental data �e.g. in the emission spectrum, 11

0 is ob-
served, but 12

0 is not observed�. In Ref. 1, the experimentally
measured fundamental frequencies of the HP and DP stretch-
ing modes of HPO and DPO given are smaller than the cor-
responding experimentally derived harmonic frequencies by
only −1 and 30 cm−1, respectively. These small differences,
particularly for the HP stretching mode, suggest very small
anharmonicities, which are contrary to expectation for these
vibrational modes. In view of the above considerations, it is
concluded that the computed harmonic HP/DP frequencies
reported here �which are higher than those quoted in Ref. 1
by 101 and 20 cm−1, respectively� are almost certainly more
reliable than the experimentally derived values from Ref. 1,
as the HP �DP� stretching mode is expected to be signifi-
cantly anharmonic. The computed harmonic HP stretching
frequencies obtained with the cc-pV�Q+d�Z and cc-pV�5
+d�Z basis sets from Ref. 22 also agree very well with our
computed AVQZ values �from both numerical second deriva-
tive calculations and the PEF� and are larger than the experi-
mentally derived harmonic values by more than 100 cm−1,
reinforcing the conclusion that the theoretical harmonic val-
ues obtained here and in Ref. 22 are more reliable than the
experimentally derived values �Ref. 1�.

fThis core correlation correction has employed the aug-cc-pCVQZ basis set for both calculations with valence
electron only and also including core electrons.
gThe estimated best theoretical r0 geometrical parameters have taken the corresponding best theoretical re

values plus the differences between the r0 and re geometrical parameters obtained from the RCCSD�T� PEF of
the X̃ 1A� state of HPO. The uncertainty is estimated by the difference between the best theoretical value and the
r0 value obtained from the PEF.
hFrom Ref. 1; vibrational frequencies from B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ calculations.
iContracted Gaussian atomic natural orbital �ANO� basis sets for H, O, and P: �3s2p1d�, �5s4p3d2f�, and
�6s5p4d3f�, respectively; see original work of Luna et al. �Ref. 4�.
jSee text and Ref. 22.
kThe estimated uncertainties used in the force field refinement carried out in Ref. 1 are given in parentheses.
lExperimental vibrational frequencies from previous works �see Ref. 6 and reference therein�.
mAssumed to be equal to �z; see original work of Ref. 6.
nEstimated errors due to matrix shift and anharmonicity �see Refs. 6 and 24�.
oEstimated errors due to anharmonicity; see Refs. 2 and 6.
pReference 24.
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C. Relative electronic energies: Tc and T0 of the Ã 1A�
state

The computed Te and T0 values of the Ã 1A� state of
HPO are compared with available theoretical and experimen-
tal values in Table III. It can be seen from the computed

results obtained from the present study that dynamic electron
correlation is very important for the reliability of computed
relative electronic energies. Specifically, the computed
CASSCF Te values, which are larger than the MRCI values
�without the Davidson correction� by over 0.6 eV, are clearly
inadequate. In addition, the Davidson correction further re-
duces the calculated Te values obtained at the MRCI level by
approximately 0.12 eV with the aug-cc-pVQZ and aug-cc-
pV5Z basis sets and by 0.15 eV with the aug-cc-pCVQZ
basis set �including core correlation�, indicating that contri-
butions from the Davidson correction to computed relative
electronic energies are significant. Estimated CBS and core
correlation corrections to the computed Te value are there-
fore evaluated only employing the MRCI+D values. The
CBS corrections obtained by the two methods employed, of
less than +0.016 eV, are relatively small, but the core corre-
lation corrections obtained by the two methods employed of
approximately −0.066 eV are considerable. The largest and
smallest combined core and CBS corrected values employing
different methods are 2.379 and 2.391 eV, respectively
�Table III�. The estimated best theoretical Te value is
2.38±0.06 eV �best averaged Te in Table II�. It is pleasing
that the discrepancy of less than 0.04 eV between this esti-
mated best ab initio Te and the available experimental value
of approximately 2.42 eV �for HPO/DPO from Ref. 1; see
Table III� is within the estimated theoretical uncertainty of
approximately ±0.06 eV. The T0 value of the Ã 1A� state of
HPO and DPO has also been evaluated based on the esti-
mated best ab initio Te value, employing experimental fun-
damental vibrational frequencies of Ref. 1 for zero-point en-
ergy corrections ��ZPE�. The estimated best ab initio T0

values of 2.33 eV �18 753 cm−1� and 2.33 eV �18 799 cm−1�
agree very well with available experimental values
of 2.3598 eV �19 032.778 cm−1�1,2 and 2.3682 eV
�19 100.901 cm−1� �Ref. 1� for HPO and DPO, respectively.

It is noted that the computed CASSCF /MRCI+D Te val-
ues of 2.42 and 2.44 eV, obtained using the aug-cc-pVQZ
and aug-cc-pV5Z basis sets, respectively �Table III�, actually
agree almost exactly with the experimental value of 2.42 eV.
However, this excellent agreement between theory and ex-
periment is almost certainly fortuitous and is due to cancel-
lation of errors arising from the neglect of core correlation
and the lack of size consistency of the MRCI method. Nev-
ertheless, the above comparison suggests that the
CASSCF /MRCI+D /aug-cc-pVQZ level of calculation
should be reasonably adequate for the Ã 1A� state of HPO.

Summarizing, state-of-the-art ab initio calculations car-
ried out in the present investigation give Te /T0 values for the
Ã 1A� state of HPO/DPO, which agree with available experi-
mental values to within approximately 0.04 eV �approxi-
mately 320 cm−1�. This good agreement between theory and
experiment demonstrates clearly that the ab initio calcula-
tions carried out in the present study are superior to previous
calculations �such as those in Refs. 1 and 4�, and that state-
of-the-art ab initio calculations are able to give very reliable
relative electronic energies. This increases our confidence in
the reliability of the geometrical parameters of the Ã 1A�
state of HPO obtained in the present study.

TABLE III. Computed relative electronic energies, Te �in eV /cm−1�, of the
Ã 1A� state of HPO with respect to the X̃ 1A� state.

Methods Te

CAS/AVQZa 3.1415 /25 660
CAS/MRCI/AVQZa 2.5437 /20 516
CAS /MRCI+D /AVQZa 2.4218 /9 533
CAS/ACVQZ �frozen core�b 3.1908 /25 735
CAS/MRCI/ACVQZ �frozen core�b 2.5483 /20 554
CAS /MRCI+D /ACVQZ �frozen core�b 2.4255 /19 563
CAS/AV5Zc 3.1929 /25 752
CAS/MRCI/AV5Zc 2.5593 /20 642
CAS /MRCI+D /AV5Zc 2.4367 /19 653
CAS/ACVQZd 3.1951 /25 770
CAS/MRCI/ACVQZd 2.5100 /20 244
CAS /MRCI+D /ACVQZd 2.3600 /19 035
Estimated core correction Ae −0.0617 /−498
Estimated core correction Bf −0.0655 /−528
Estimated CBS correction Ag +0.0074 / +60
Estimated CBS correction Bh +0.0156 / +126
�core B+CBS A� Te

i 2.3786±0.0581 /19 185±468
�core A+CBS B� Te

i 2.3906±0.0461 /19 281±372
Best averaged Te

j 2.38±0.06 /19 233±470
�ZPE correction �HPO�k −0.0596 /−480.4
Best theoretical T0 �HPO� 2.33±0.06 /18 753±480
�ZPE correction �DPO�l −0.0538 /−434.2
Best theoretical T0 �DPO� 2.33±0.06 /18 799±475
QCISD/aug-cc-pVTZl 1.9560 /15 776
CASPT2/ANOl Te 2.1379 /17 243
CASPTS/ANOl T0 2.0858 /16 823
Emission2 T0 �HPO� 2.3598 /19 032.778�7�
LIF/emissionl T0 �HPO� 2.3598 /19 032.778
LIF/emissionl T0 �DPO� 2.3682 /19 100.901
LIF/emissionl Te �HPO� 2.4200�3� /19 518.26�280�
LIF/emissionl Te �DPO� 2.4231�6� /19 543.60�448�
aAt corresponding CASSCF/MRCI/AVQZ geometries.
bAt corresponding CASSCF/MRCI/ACVQZ �frozen core� geometries.
cAt corresponding CASSCF/MRCI/AV5Z geometries.
dAt corresponding CASSCF/MRCI/ACVQZ geometries.
eThe correction of core electron correlation contribution takes the difference
between the values obtained using the AVQZ �frozen core
CASSCF /MRCI+D calculation� and the ACVQZ �frozen only the P 1s2

electrons in the CASSCF /MRCI+D calculation� basis sets.
fThis core correlation correction has employed the aug-cc-pCVQZ basis set
for both calculations with valence electrons only and also including core
electrons.
gThe correction of extrapolation to the complete basis set �CBS� limit takes
half of the difference between the values obtained using the AVQZ and
AV5Z basis sets.
hThe two-point extrapolation with the 1 /X3 power form was used.
iAssuming that the basis set extrapolation and core electron correlation con-
tributions are additive �to the CASSCF /MRCI+D /AV5Z value�. The theo-
retical uncertainties �in parentheses� are estimated by taking the differences
between the best estimated values and the MRCI+D /AV5Z values. The two
different combinations of core and CBS corrections give the smallest and
largest combined values.
jThe average of the two different combined core and CBS corrected values.
kUsing experimental fundamental vibrational frequencies from Ref. 1.
lCASPT2 Te and T0 values are 49.3 and 48.1 kcal /mole �17 243 and
16 823 cm−1�, respectively; see original work of Luna et al. �Ref. 4�.
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D. Simulated spectra

Some representative simulated spectra �middle and bot-
tom traces� are compared with the experimental
Ã 1A��0,0 ,0�− X̃ 1A� SVL emission spectra of HPO and
DPO from Ref. 1 �top traces� in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.
The ab initio PEFs and the associated sets of geometrical
parameters for the two states involved have been used to
obtain the simulated spectra. The simulated spectra shown in
the middle and bottom traces of each figure have employed
available experimental re

z geometries from Ref. 1, and the
best ab initio equilibrium geometries estimated in the present
study, respectively, for both electronic states. Firstly, the
overall general agreement between the simulated and ob-
served spectra is very good, thus confirming the molecular

carrier of, electronic states involved in, and the vibrational
assignments of the experimental SVL emission spectra given
in Ref. 1.

Secondly, it can be seen from Figs. 1 and 2 that the
simulated spectra of both HPO and DPO obtained employing
the best ab initio geometries of the two states �bottom traces�
match the observed spectra better than those obtained em-
ploying the experimentally derived geometries of the two
states �middle traces�. The most obvious indication lies in the
relative intensities of the relatively strong 21

0 and 31
0 vibra-

tional components. Specifically, the relative intensities of the
21

0 components in simulated spectra of both the HPO and
DPO obtained employing the experimental geometries are
too weak, when compared with the observed spectra. In ad-

TABLE IV. Optimized geometrical parameters �re and �e in Å and deg, respectively� and computed vibrational
frequencies of the Ã 1A� state of HPO �cm−1, uncertainties in parentheses�.

Methods re�HP� re�PO� �e�HPO� �1�HP� �2�bend� �2�PO�

MRCI/AVQZ 1.4529 1.5815 94.00
MRCI/ACVQZ �frozen core� 1.4527 1.5800 94.06
MRCI/ACVQZ 1.4484 1.5741 94.20
MRCI/AV5Z 1.4532 1.5771 94.21
MRCI/AVQZ PEF; r0, 	’s 1.4735 1.5798 95.08 1858.4 560.9 831.9
MRCI/AVQZ PEF; re, �’s 1.4530 1.5810 94.09 2054.7 596.2 834.4
MRCI/AVQZ PEF; DPO r0, 	’s 1.4677 1.5821 94.77 1380.5 432.7 808.5
MRCI/AVQZ PEF; DPO �’s 1478.0 450.1 816.7
Est. core correction Aa −0.0045 −0.0074 +0.20
Est. core correction Bb −0.0043 −0.0059 +0.14
Est. CBS correction Ac +0.0002 −0.0022 +0.11
Est. CBS correction Bd +0.0003 −0.0045 +0.22
�core B+CBS A� valuese 1.4491�41� 1.5690�81� 94.46�25�
�core A+CBS B� valuese 1.4490�42� 1.5652�119� 94.63�42�
Best averaged MRCI+D valuesf 1.449�4� 1.567�12� 94.5�4�
Best theoretical r0 of HPOg 1.470�4� 1.566�14� 95.4�4�
Best theoretical r0 of DPOg 1.464�4� 1.567�14� 95.1�4�
QCISD/aug-cc-pVTZh 1.428 1.577 98.1 2116h 513h 960h

CASPT2/ANOi 1.450 1.573 95.3 1971 521 896
LIF r0, 	’s 1.4920�2� 1.5612�1� 97.69�3� 1849�30�j 566�5�j 858�5�j

LIF rc
z, �’s 1.4671�26� 1.5579�6� 97.4�4� 1848�1� 564�2� 871�1�

LIF; DPO 	’s 1294�30�j 431�5�j 836�5�j

LIF; DPO �’s 1303�2� 435�2� 859�2�
aThe correction of core electron correlation contribution takes the difference between the values obtained using
the AVQZ �frozen core CASSCF /MRCI+D calculation� and the ACVQZ �frozen only the P 1s2 electrons in the
CASSCF /MRCI+D calculation� basis sets.
bThis core correlation correction has employed the aug-cc-pCVQZ basis set for both calculations with valence
electrons only and also including core electrons.
cThe correction of extrapolation to the complete basis set �CBS� limit takes half of the difference between the
values obtained using the AVQZ and AV5Z basis sets.
dThe two-point extrapolation with the 1 /X3 power form was used.
eAssuming that the basis set extrapolation and core electron correlation contributions are additive �to the
CASSCF /MRCI+D /AV5Z value�. The theoretical uncertainties �in parentheses� are estimated by taking the
differences between the best estimated values and the MRCI+D /AV5Z values. The two different combinations
of core and CBS corrections give the largest and smallest combined values.
fThe average of the two different combined core and CBS corrected values.
gThe estimated best theoretical r0 geometrical parameters have taken the corresponding best theoretical re

values plus the differences between the r0 and re geometrical parameters obtained from the CASSCF/MRCI
PEF of the X̃ 1A� state of HPO. The uncertainty is estimated by the difference between the best theoretical value
and the r0 value obtained from the PEF.
hFrom Ref. 1; vibrational frequencies from B3LYP/aug-ccVQZ calculations.
iFrom Ref. 4.
jThe estimated uncertainties of the fundamental vibrational frequencies used in the force field refinement carried
out in Ref. 1 are given in parentheses. The large uncertainty of 30 cm−1 associated with 	1 is to account for the
expectedly large, but uncertain, anharmonicity for the PH stretching mode �see text and original work�.
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dition, observed weaker vibrational structure also matches
better the simulated spectra obtained using the best ab initio
geometries than using the experimental geometries. For in-
stance, the observed shape of the relatively weak 22

0 and 11
0

vibrational overlapping components at 1468.9 and
1501.9 cm−1 in the experimental spectrum �experimental
redshift energy from Ref. 1 �corresponding computed red-
shift energies: 1466.6 and 1508.7 cm−1�; labeled 22

0 in Fig. 2
top trace� in the Ã 1A��0,0 ,0�− X̃ 1A� SVL emission spec-
trum of DPO matches the computed relative intensities using
the best ab initio geometries �bottom trace in Fig. 2� better
than the relative intensities using the experimental geom-
etries �middle trace in Fig. 2�.

Thirdly, it should also be noted that the emission spectra
recorded using a photomultiplier in Ref. 1 have not been
corrected for wavelength dependence of detector sensitivity,
as stated therein. With the type of detector used in Ref. 1, it
is anticipated that detector sensitivity would decrease toward
low emission energy �see, for example, Ref. 23�. Taking this
experimental factor into consideration, the simulated spectra
obtained using the best ab initio geometries would match

even better the observed spectra if the experimental spectra
were corrected for wavelength dependent detector sensitivity.

Lastly, further IFCA using different geometrical param-
eters for either or both states of HPO in order to obtain better
matches between simulated and observed spectra has not
been carried out. This is, of course, mainly because the simu-
lated spectra obtained using the best ab initio geometries of
both states already match the observed spectra very well, as
discussed. In addition, although the changes in the equilib-
rium PO bond length and HPO bond angle upon emission
obtained from the best ab initio estimation in the present
study and those derived from the spectroscopic study of Ref.
1 are in the same directions �i.e., PO decreases and � in-
creases�, the changes in the equilibrium HP bond length upon
emission obtained from these two sources are in opposite
directions. Specifically, ab initio calculations give a small
increase in the HP bond length �0.003 Å� upon emission,
while the experimentally derived geometries give a small
decrease �0.0094 Å�. Unfortunately, comparison between
simulated and observed spectra provides information only on
the magnitudes of the changes in the geometrical parameters

TABLE V. Summary of various effective r0 geometries and the corresponding rotational constants �when no
geometrical parameters are given, the A0, B0, and C0 values are derived from high-resolution spectroscopic data;
see original work� �A0, B0, and C0 in cm−1� of the X̃ 1A� and Ã 1A� states of HPO and DPO �the values of atomic
mass used for D, P, and O in the evaluation of the rotational constants of DPO from the specified geometrical
parameters are 2.014 101 779, 30.973 762 0, and 15.994 914 63, respectively� obtained from different methods
�uncertainties in parentheses�.

Methods r0�HP� r0�PO� �0 A0 B0 C0

HPO X̃ 1A�

CCSD�T�/AVQZ PEF 1.4730 1.4912 104.54 8.701 0.694 0.642
Best RCCSD�T�a 1.4703 1.4829 104.60 8.740�39� 0.702�8� 0.650�8�
Emissionb 8.851 1�18� 0.703 43�44� 0.649 75�44�
MWc 8.838 37�46� 0.703 014�1� 0.649 221�1�
MW r0

c 1.477 1.487 106.3 8.836 0.704 0.652
LIF r0

d 1.4772 1.4843 104.71 8.670 0.700 0.648

DPO X̃ 1A�

CCSD�T�/AVQZ PEF 1.4680 1.4913 104.45 4.641 0.677 0.591
Best theoreticala 1.4653 1.4830 104.51 4.663�22� 0.676�1� 0.590�1�
MWc 4.708 38�23� 0.677 412�1� 0.590 035�1�
LIFd 4.707 8�14� 0.677 11�36� 0.589 56�35�

HPO Ã 1A�

MRCI/AVQZ PEF r0 1.4735 1.5798 95.08 8.075 0.629 0.583
Best theoretical r0

a 1.4695 1.5658 95.44 8.134�59� 0.640�11� 0.593�10�
Emissionb 8.268 9�9� 0.643 07�5� 0.593 68�5�
Emission r0

b 1.51 1.549 105 8.318 0.643 0.597
LIF r0

d 1.4920 1.5612 97.69 7.990 0.641 0.594

DPO Ã 1A�

MRCI/AVQZ PEF 1.4677 1.5821 94.77 4.234 0.615 0.537
Best theoreticala 1.4637 1.5669 95.13 4.275�41� 0.627�12� 0.547�10�
LIFd 4.318 6�10� 0.628 46�10� 0.544 76�38�
aThe estimated best theoretical r0 geometrical parameters have taken the corresponding best theoretical re values
plus the differences between the r0 and re geometrical parameters obtained from the RCCSD�T� or CASSCF/
MRCI PEF of the X̃ 1A� or Ã 1A� state of HPO. The uncertainties of the rotational constants obtained from the
best theoretical r0 geometrical parameters �in parentheses� are estimated by taking the differences between the
r0 rotational constants obtained from the PEF and those obtained with the best theoretical r0 geometry.
bReference 2.
cReference 6.
dReference 1.
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used in the simulation, but is unable to inform us on the
direction of the changes. At present, it is uncertain which
direction of change in the HP bond length upon emission is
more reliable. Nevertheless, the increase and decrease in the
HP bond length upon emission obtained from the present
study and Ref. 1, respectively, can be considered as relatively
small. The geometry of the Ã 1A� state of HPO, particularly
the bond angle, will be further discussed in the next subsec-
tion. It is concluded here that comparison between simulated
and observed SVL emission spectra of HPO and DPO indi-
cates that the geometry change upon emission based on best
ab initio geometries of both states is highly reliable.

E. Optimized geometrical parameters and computed
vibrational frequencies of the Ã 1A� state of HPO

Ab initio results are summarized and compared with
available computed and experimental values in Table IV.
Firstly, computed equilibrium bond lengths and bond angles
of the Ã 1A� state of HPO obtained at different levels of
calculation in the present investigation have very consistent
values. It can be seen from Table IV that basis set extension
effects on the computed geometrical parameters are very
small �smaller than 0.005 Å and 0.22°�. Core correlation ef-
fects are slightly larger �approximately 0.007 Å and 0.20°�,
but still can be considered as relatively small. One most im-
portant finding is the consistency in the computed bond
angles obtained in the present study. Specifically, the spread
of the computed values obtained using three basis sets is
only 0.21° and the estimated best ab initio value of 94.5°
�best averaged MRCI+D value in Table IV� has an estimated
uncertainty of ±0.4°. The best ab initio value obtained here
agrees reasonably well with the CASPT2 value of 95.3° from
Ref. 4, but is smaller than the QCISD value of 98.1 and the
experimentally derived rc

z value of 97.4° from Ref. 1 by over
2°. Based on results of state-of-the-art ab initio calculations
and spectral simulations obtained in the present study, it is
concluded that the estimated best ab initio bond angle of
94.5° is most likely, currently, the most reliable value. We
will further discuss experimentally derived rotational con-

stants and r0 structures of HPO and DPO in the next subsec-
tion.

The computed harmonic and fundamental vibrational
frequencies of the Ã 1A� state of HPO and DPO obtained
from the MRCI PEF in the present study are given in Table
IV. The computed fundamental frequencies of the HP
stretching mode and bending mode of HPO and the bending
mode of DPO agree very well with the corresponding experi-
mental values measured from the LIF spectra of Ref. 1. The
discrepancies between theory and experiment for these vibra-
tional modes are less than 10 cm−1. For the PO stretching
modes of HPO and DPO, the computed fundamental fre-
quencies are smaller than the corresponding measured values
by approximately 28 cm−1. This difference between theory
and experiment may still be considered as reasonably small.
However, the difference between the computed and experi-
mental fundamental frequency of the DP stretching mode of
DPO is 86.5 cm−1. It is not immediately clear what is the
cause of such a large discrepancy between theory and experi-
ment for this vibrational mode, as the agreement between the
computed and measured fundamental frequencies of the HP
mode is very good �within approximately 9 cm−1�, and the
same PEF has been used to calculate the fundamental fre-
quencies of both the HP and DP stretching modes of HPO
and DPO, respectively. It should, however, be noted that 3v2�
�3�431 cm−1� of DPO is expected to have a value of ap-
proximately 1293 cm−1, which would make it almost coin-
cide with the observed band assigned to 10

1 �1293.799 cm−1

redshift energy from Table 1 of Ref. 1; see also Table IV� in
the LIF spectrum of DPO. In this connection, we speculate
that the assignment of the observed band assigned previously
to 10

1 may actually be 20
3. Assuming that the computed fun-

damental frequency of the DP stretching mode of the Ã 1A�
state of DPO obtained here is reliable, the 10

1 band is ex-
pected to be at approximately 20 481 cm−1 excitation energy
in the LIF spectrum of DPO. However, based on the data and
discussion given in Ref. 1, no spectral band seems to be
identifiable in this region of the LIF spectrum of DPO. Fur-
ther investigation is required to firmly determine the DP
stretching frequency of DPO.

FIG. 1. Comparison between experimental �top; from Ref. 1� and simulated
Ã 1A��0,0 ,0�− X̃ 1A� SVL emission spectra of HPO, employing the experi-
mentally derived �middle� and best ab initio �bottom� geometries of the two
states �see text for details�.

FIG. 2. Comparison between experimental �top; from Ref. 1� and simulated
Ã 1A��0,0 ,0�− X̃ 1A� SVL emission spectra of DPO, employing the experi-
mentally derived �middle� and best ab initio �bottom� geometries of the two
states �see text for details�.
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F. Effective „r0… geometrical parameters and rotational
constants

The effective �r0� geometrical parameters and rotational
constants �i.e., A0, B0, and C0� of the X̃ 1A� and Ã 1A� states
of HPO and DPO, obtained from rotational analyses of LIF,
emission and/or microwave spectra of Refs. 1, 2, and 6, re-
spectively, and from the ab initio PEFs computed in the
present study �the expectation values, �r	, of the vibrational
wave function for the vibrational level with all vibrational
quantum numbers equal to zero� are compared in Table V.
Firstly, best ab initio r0 geometrical parameters have been
estimated based on the best estimated re geometrical param-
eters and the differences between the computed re and r0

geometrical parameters obtained from the PEFs/anharmonic
vibrational wave functions �see Tables II and IV�. In addi-
tion, the best ab initio r0 rotational constants have been com-
puted using the best ab initio r0 geometrical parameters, and
the associated uncertainties have been estimated by taking
the differences between the best ab initio values and those
computed from the respective PEFs. It can be seen that the
estimated uncertainties associated with the best theoretical
A0 values are significantly larger than those associated with
the other two r0 rotational constants, B0 and C0, for both
states of HPO and DPO. In fact, it can be seen from Table V
that the spread of available A0 values, whether obtained ex-
perimentally and/or computationally, is significantly larger
than those of B0 and C0. For example, the A0 values of the
X̃ 1A� and Ã 1A� states of HPO of 8.670 and 7.990 cm−1,
respectively, computed based on r0 geometrical parameters
reported from the LIF/emission study of Ref. 1 are smaller
than those reported from emission �8.8511�18� and
8.2689�9� cm−1� and microwave �8.838 37�46� cm−1� studies
of Refs. 2 and 6, respectively, by over 0.16 cm−1, while for
the other two r0 rotational constants, the differences are less
than 0.005 cm−1. All the above considerations show signifi-
cantly larger uncertainties in A0 than in B0 and C0, whether
obtained experimentally or computationally.

Secondly, in converting geometrical parameters to rota-
tional constants, it was found that, with bond lengths to three
decimal places in angstroms and a bond angle to one decimal
place in degrees, the corresponding rotational constants are
at best reliable to three decimal places in cm−1. This is the
case for converting both ab initio and also experimentally
derived geometrical parameters to rotational constants. For
instance, the r0 rotational constants computed employing the
r0 geometrical parameters of the X̃ 1A� state of HPO reported
in Ref. 6 differ from the r0 rotational constants obtained from
rotational analysis of the microwave spectrum reported also
in Ref. 6 in the third decimal place for all three rotational
constants �see Table V�. It should also be noted that, in Ref.
2, in order to obtain the r0 structures of the X̃ 1A� and Ã 1A�
states of HPO, geometrical parameters were arbitrarily cho-
sen to give rotational constants which agreed with experi-
mental ones to within 0.002 cm−1. All the above consider-
ations imply that in converting geometrical parameters to
rotational constants and vice versa, the accuracies are prob-
ably at the third decimal place for rotational constants in
cm−1, and at the third and first decimal places for bond length

and angle in angstroms and degrees, respectively, for this
type of molecule.

Thirdly, we focus on the r0 bond angles of the Ã 1A�
state of HPO and DPO because the re bond angle of the
Ã 1A� state of HPO is a main issue to be resolved in the
present study and the re geometry is usually derived from the
r0 geometry by including some form of anharmonic correc-
tion �for example, the re bond lengths of the X̃ 1A� state of
HPO were obtained assuming anharmonic constants of the
corresponding diatomics in Ref. 6�. When all available r0

bond angles, as shown in Table V, are considered, one strik-
ing observation is that, although the r0 bond angle of 105° of
the Ã 1A� state of HPO derived from r0 rotational constants
obtained from the emission spectrum of Ref. 2 is signifi-
cantly larger than the values obtained from other sources
�less than 98°�, the rotational constants, particularly B0 and
C0, from Ref. 2 are not very different from available values
obtained from other sources. Of course, it has been con-
cluded in Ref. 1 that the excited state r0 structure of HPO
derived from the emission study of Ref. 2 is substantially in
error. It appears that the r0 rotational constants reported in
Ref. 2 are reasonably reliable. However, for this type of CS

molecule, the r0 geometrical parameters derived from the
rotational constants are not unique and depend on the initial
estimates used in the fitting.

Lastly, if we compare the estimated best ab initio r0

rotational constants of the Ã 1A� state of HPO and DPO with
available experimental values, the agreement of within
0.004 cm−1 for B0 and C0 values is very good. Although the
discrepancies in A0 values between theory and experiment
are larger �the largest being approximately 0.15 cm−1�, they
are neither considerably larger than the estimated theoretical
uncertainties �approximately 0.06 cm−1� nor larger than the
difference between different experimentally derived A0 val-
ues �e.g., 8.2689 cm−1 from Ref. 2 and 7.990 cm−1 from Ref.
1 �computed from r0 geometry��. In fact, the best ab initio A0

value for the Ã 1A� state of HPO is in between the two ex-
perimentally derived values of Refs. 1 and 2. In view of the
above comparisons, it is concluded that the best ab initio r0

rotational constants of the Ã 1A� state of HPO and DPO
agree reasonably well with available experimentally derived
values. In this connection, it can be concluded that the best
ab initio re geometry of the Ã 1A� state of HPO obtained
from the present study is not inconsistent with available ex-
perimentally derived r0 rotational constants, although the
Ã 1A� state bond angle of Ref. 2 of 105° is clearly too large,
with the smaller value of Ref. 1 of 97.69° being favored �the
recommended computed ab initio value is 94.5°�.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

State-of-the-art ab initio calculations have been carried
out on the X̃ 1A� and Ã 1A� states of HPO. Firstly, it is pleas-
ing to conclude that the best ab initio Tc /T0 values for the
Ã 1A� state of HPO/DPO agree with available experimental
values to within 0.04 eV. This is a significant improvement
from previous ab initio studies.1,4 Secondly, the best ab initio
equilibrium geometry of the Ã 1A� state of HPO has a bond
angle of 94.5°, which includes basis set extension to the CBS
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limit and core correlation effects. A theoretical uncertainty of
±0.4° is estimated for this bond angle based on MRCI+D
values obtained using different basis sets in the present study.
In addition, based on the comparison between RCCSD�T�
and MRCI+D results for the X̃ 1A� state of HPO, the esti-
mated best MRCI+D bond angle is expected to have an
uncertainty of 0.1°. All these considerations lead to the con-
clusion that the best equilibrium bond angle of the Ã 1A�
state of HPO obtainable from ab initio calculations should be
94.5±0.3°.

We have also simulated the Ã 1A��0,0 ,0�− X̃ 1A� SVL
emission spectra of HPO and DPO using a method which
includes allowance for Duschinsky rotation and anharmonic-
ity. In these spectral simulations, both the best ab initio equi-
librium geometries and experimentally derived geometries of
the two electronic states involved have been employed. It has
been found that the simulated spectra employing the best ab
initio geometries match the corresponding observed spectra
better than those employing experimentally derived geom-
etries. Although we have not derived an upper state geometry
through IFCA by fixing the lower state geometry to an ex-
perimentally derived geometry and varying the upper state
geometry systematically, and carrying out FC factor calcula-
tions for each upper and lower state geometries, the excellent
match between simulated spectra employing the best ab ini-
tio geometries of both states and the experimental spectra
supports the conclusion that the best ab initio geometries of
both states are already highly reliable. In this connection, it
is concluded that the best ab initio bond angle of the Ã 1A�
state of HPO of 94.5° is currently the most reliable value.

Finally, it should be noted that, deriving geometrical in-
formation on an electronic state for a CS molecule such as
HPO by comparing simulated electronic spectra, obtained
from computed FC factors, with observed spectra, is similar
to deriving geometrical parameters from rotational analysis
of a high-resolution spectrum. Both require some kind of
“matching” �or fitting� between computed and experimen-
tally measured data. However, in the case of employing FC
factors in the spectral simulation, and particularly with the
IFCA procedure, the equilibrium geometries, and not the r0

geometries, of the two states are used and/or derived. Rota-
tional constants and r0 geometries are not involved, as equi-
librium geometrical parameters are used and/or derived di-
rectly, without the need of conversion from r0 structure or
rotational constants. Of course, in the case of using IFCA to
compute the vibrational structure of an electronic spectrum,
the information of the re and r0 structures of the two elec-
tronic states involved in the electronic transition is embedded

in the ab initio PEFs, which are used to compute anharmonic
vibrational wave functions and FC factors of the two elec-
tronic states involved. Providing that the ab initio PEFs em-
ployed are reliable and the equilibrium geometry of one state
involved is reliably known, applying IFCA to compute the
vibrational structure of an electronic spectrum is a reliable
and direct way to derive equilibrium geometrical parameters
of the other state.
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